
TMS2015 is something to celebrate— 
Gather some friends and find out why!
 Join your colleagues for light refreshments, casual networking, and a 
preview of what lies ahead for the coming week at the TMS2015 Opening 
Celebration on Sunday, March 15. A fun and engaging program will hit 
the headlines of some of the key talks, while also giving a quick primer on 
how to get the most out of the meeting. (Note: This new annual meeting 
event is included as part of your fee, but you 
attendance on your registration form.)
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  While a journey of a thousand miles may begin with a single 
step, it is generally helpful to have a starting point in mind 
before you start on your way. This is particularly true when 
mapping out your plans for the TMS 2015 Annual Meeting & 
Exhibition (TMS2015), slated for March 15–19, in Walt Disney 
World, Orlando, Florida. Over the years, the TMS annual 
meeting has evolved into a one-stop learning and professional 
development resource for the global minerals, metals, and 
materials community. In addition to nearly 70 symposia generated 
by more than 4,000 scheduled presentations, TMS2015 offers 
approximately 150 formal meetings and networking opportunities, 
a vibrant exhibition, and an array of short courses and 

and professional goals in a single trip.
  The following list highlights 15 can’t-miss suggestions on how 
to make your TMS2015 experience as productive and rewarding 
as possible. Like any such list, though, this one is incomplete, 
not even scratching the surface of all that is being offered to 

communities. For those details, be sure to visit the TMS2015 web 
site at www.tms.org/TMS2015 on a regular basis for news and 
updates on what TMS2015 has in store.
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The TMS Bladesmithing Competition
redefines “cutting edge.”
 While the exact details are still being hammered out, the events 

excitement at the TMS2015 Exhibition. Make a point to browse all the 
knife and sword entries on display, along with their accompanying posters 
and videos on the metal working approach and blade characterization.   
Special activities related to weapons forging are also being planned to build 

don’t miss the chance to see how close these contemporary creations come 
to the swords of legend.

The ICME technical track is a model of 
innovative programming.
 TMS continues to advance the widespread implementation of integrated 
computational materials engineering (ICME) through a set of TMS2015 
symposia highlighting the latest breakthroughs in ICME techniques 
and applications. Just as an example, the 2015 Hume-Rothery Award 
Symposium will examine “Multicomponent Alloy Metallurgy: The Bridge 
from Materials Science to Materials Engineering.” Other symposia address 
a wide range of ICME-related issues, from methods for linking structure, 
properties, and design for more than one material class to practical insights 
on high-performance aerospace alloys design. To access the complete list of 
abstracts, go to the Programming tab at www.tms.org/TMS2015.

Professional development courses build skills 
that can enhance your value to your company.
 Position your company and yourself for success by enrolling in one 
of a dozen TMS2015 professional development courses scheduled for 
March 15. New additions to this year’s course offerings include Supplier 
Technology Workshops focused on the aluminum industry. These sessions, 
on reduction and anode carbon, offer quality time with companies that 
can provide insights into technologies, products, and services that could 

in implementing new technologies and industrial best practices that can 
save costs and improve productivity. For a complete course listing, visit the 
“Professional Development” tab at www.tms.org/TMS2015.

You can bring your mom . . .
 . . . Or your spouse or up to two other family members to see you give 
your presentation. Guest session access is a new annual meeting feature 
intended to give those most important in your life a chance to share in your 
accomplishment. Just make sure that you provide the names of the guests 
who will be attending your presentation when completing the TMS2015 
registration form.
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Special luncheon programs feed both the 
mind and body.
 They are a microcosm of everything that makes a TMS annual meeting 
great—thought-provoking topics, exceptional speakers, and the opportunity 
to network with colleagues in a relaxed setting. Make plans to attend any 

as well as the Young Professional Tutorial Luncheon Lecture. Speakers and 

Light Metals Division (LMD) Luncheon 

American Lightweight Materials Manufacturing Innovation Institute
“The Role of the National Network of Manufacturing Institutes in Improv-
ing U.S. Manufacturing Competitiveness”

Structural Materials Division (SMD) Luncheon
David L. Bourell, Temple Foundation Professor
The University of Texas at Austin
“Additive Manufacturing: Origins, Applications. and Future Possibilities”

Visit the “Special Lectures” section under the “Special Events” tab at  
www.tms.org/TMS2015 for luncheon speaker updates.

TMS2015 has built up its additive 
manufacturing programming.
 TMS2015 marks the introduction of a new Additive Manufacturing 
and Joining Processes technical track to support the progress and 
proliferation of advanced manufacturing. As a complement to the “Additive 
Manufacturing: Interrelationships of Fabrication, Constitutive Relationships 
Targeting Performance, and Feedback to Process Control” symposium 
within this track, TMS is also offering an Additive Manufacturing Materials 
and Processes Workshop on March 15. And, for an overview of the history 
and future evolution of additive manufacturing, check out the SMD 
Luncheon lecture, mentioned under “10” of this article.

Speed mentoring will leave you breathless.
 Looking to move into a mentoring role? On the other hand, are you 
seeking mentors to provide guidance in the early stages of your career? 
Then, be sure to participate in the TMS Meet a Mentor event on Monday, 
March 16 at 5pm. Using the same techniques as “speed” networking, Meet a 
Mentor will pair potential mentors with mentees, based on a brief survey of 
professional interests that you complete prior the meeting. Within an hour, 
you will have the opportunity to assess potential mentoring relationships 
with a variety of individuals. Immediately following this experience, get 
to know your new colleagues better at the Young Professional Happy Hour 
Reception. Meet a Mentor is free, but you need to register in advance at 
www2.speednetworking.com/ViewEvent/tmsspeedmentoring2015.

Alan Taub David L. BourellAlan Taub David L Bourell

Remember: You Can Take Part of TMS2015 Home
 One of the most valuable benefits of registering for a TMS annual meeting 
is free, online access to the published collective proceedings. Like last year, 
preregistered attendees will receive a URL about a week prior to the meeting 
with three options for accessing the 2015 proceedings content: 

A single PDF file that contains all proceedings content in one bundle.
Separate PDF files for each proceedings publication.

Free access to the Wiley Online Library for downloads of individual 
articles. 

 The complimentary proceedings content must be downloaded 
before June 15, 2015. Standard pricing will take effect after that. On the 
TMS2015 registration form, attendees also have the option of purchasing a 
proceedings DVD for $50. 
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Honorary symposia and awards lectures let 
you be part of history.
 Learn from the people who—quite literally— wrote the books on  
minerals, metals, and materials science and engineering. Three honorary 
symposia slated for TMS2015 focus on the work and contributions of some  

Modeling of Structural Materials: A Symposium in Honor of G.T. Gray 

Symposium Honoring Doru Michael Stefanescu”; and “MHD 2015: Nagy 
El-Kaddah Memorial Symposium on Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) in 
Materials Processing”. 
 Gain additional insights from leading experts who have been selected to 
present one of TMS2015’s prestigious award lectures:
2015 William Hume-Rothery Award Lecture
William Boettinger, NIST Fellow (Emeritus)
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

Extraction & Processing Division Distinguished Lecture
Uday B. Pal, Professor and Director, Materials Laboratory for Energy and 
Environmental Sustainability
Boston University
“Green Technology for Metals Production”
Institute of Metals/Robert Franklin Mehl Award
Subhash Mahajan, Distinguished Professor
University of California, Davis
“The Role of Materials Science in Microelectronics: Past, Present, and Future”
For details and updates, explore both the “Programming” and “Special Events” 
tabs at www.tms.org/TMS2015. 

Everyone can join the cheering section at the 
TMS-AIME Awards Ceremony.
 Don’t miss the chance to celebrate a special mentor, student or colleague 
at one of the proudest moments of his or her career. Plan to attend the TMS-
AIME Awards Ceremony at 6:30 pm on March 17. Open to all TMS2015 
attendees as part of their registration, the ceremony will be hosted by 
some of TMS’s most esteemed members in a theater-style setting as award 
recipients receive the society’s highest honors or recognition from the 
American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers 
(AIME). It’s a memorable, moving occasion that offers a meaningful way 
to congratulate those important to your career, while being inspired to strive 

Honors and Awards Recognition Program, visit awards.tms.org.

There’s magic in the air at the TMS-AIME 
Awards Banquet.
 Immediately following the TMS-AIME Awards Ceremony, those who have 
purchased separate tickets will continue the festivities at the 2015 TMS-AIME 
Awards Banquet. Elegance is the word for the evening, starting with the black-
and-white themed motif and live dinner music. Adding a little extra sparkle will 
be private sleight-of-hand demonstrations by a professional magician during 

since the TMS Foundation supports so many of the awards and scholarships 
conferred on young professionals and students during the course of the annual 
meeting, you will have the opportunity to contribute to this good work by trying 

ms.

Subhash Mahajan

Uday B. PalWilliam Boettinger
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One opening keynote covers the breadth of 
light metals smelting.
 In a new twist on the ever-popular Aluminum Keynote, this year’s 
program, scheduled for Monday morning, March 16, will examine common 
issues shared by several light metals industries—aluminum, titanium, and 
magnesium—in the smelting process. A panel of leading experts will offer 
front-line perspectives into critical challenges, as well as strategies and 
models for achieving both sustainability and cost-effectiveness. Check 
www.tms.org/TMS2015 regularly for details as they unfold.

TMS2015 is a high energy meeting.
 Energy—how to generate it, use it, store it, and save it—is a theme that 
permeates almost every aspect of technical programming at TMS2015. 
Two technical tracks—Materials for Energy and Sustainability and Nuclear 
Reactor Materials and Fuels—are particularly robust in their examination of 
the role that materials play in securing our energy future. TMS2015 is also 
hosting Engineering Solutions for Sustainability: Materials and Resources 
II (ESS: M&R II). A unique aspect of ESS: M&R II is its involvement of 
a wide range of engineering disciplines—including civil, chemical, and 
mining—to identify integrated solutions to global energy, transportation, 
housing, and recycling needs. 

Everyone you know (or want to know)
will be there.
 TMS2015 is a meeting like no other, drawing professionals 
from nearly every aspect of the global minerals, metals, and 
materials community to share knowledge and make connections 
that will last long after the week is over. Make sure you are 
counted among the more than 4,000 great minds from nearly 70 
countries who are expected to converge on TMS2015. Register 
for TMS2015 by February 9, 2015 to receive your advance 
discount and book your accommodations at one of 
the conference hotels to ensure easy access to all the 
action. Visit the Registration and Travel tab at  
www.tms.org/TMS2015 to get started on your 
TMS2015 journey.

You can shop an international marketplace.
 
expertise and technology you need to implement the new ideas you’ll be 
learning about in the programming sessions. Exhibitors from throughout the 
world, representing nearly every aspect of minerals, metals, and materials 
science and engineering, will be on hand. Keep the conversations going and 
the networking lively by attending the President’s Welcoming Reception on 
Monday, March 16, and the Exhibit Hall Happy Hour on March 17, both 
included in your registration. If you would like your company to be part of 
the TMS2015 Exhibition, contact exhibits@tms.org for details and space 
availability.
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